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Modern user facing applications consist of multiple processing stages
with a number of service instances in each stage. The latency profile
of these multi-stage applications is intrinsically variable, making it
challenging to provide satisfactory responsiveness. Given a limited
power budget, improving the end-to-end latency requires intelligently
boosting the bottleneck service across stages using multiple boosting
techniques. However, prior work fail to acknowledge the multi-stage
nature of user-facing applications and perform poorly in improving
responsiveness on power constrained CMP, as they are unable to accurately identify bottleneck service and apply the boosting techniques
adaptively.
In this paper, we present PowerChief, a runtime framework that
1) provides joint design of service and query to monitor the latency
statistics across service stages and accurately identifies the bottleneck
service during runtime; 2) adaptively chooses the boosting technique
to accelerate the bottleneck service with improved responsiveness; 3)
dynamically reallocates the constrained power budget across service
stages to accommodate the chosen boosting technique. Evaluated
with real world multi-stage applications, PowerChief improves the
average latency by 20.3× and 32.4× (99% tail latency by 13.3×
and 19.4×) for Sirius and Natural Language Processing applications
respectively compared to stage-agnostic power allocation. In addition,
for the given QoS target, PowerChief reduces the power consumption
of Sirius and Web Search applications by 23% and 33% respectively
over prior work.

1

INTRODUCTION

Mitigating response latency for cloud services is critical to provide
satisfactory user experience [4, 14]. Several studies show that slightly
increased response latency leads to significant revenue drop for cloud
service providers [8, 13, 49]. Although tremendous research efforts
have been devoted to addressing this problem from various aspects
such as heterogeneity [30, 36, 37] and interference [15, 16, 31, 38, 55,
56, 61, 62], it is still largely an unsolved problem as more impacting
factors are continuing to be discovered.
The power over-provisioning and associated power constraint in
datacenters exacerbate the latency challenges [20, 41, 59]. Contemporary datacenter consumes tens of megawatts of power and thus is not
sustainable with increasing demand from emerging applications [4, 6].
Since most datacenters adopt the commodity CMP servers, it is important to improve end-to-end latency on power constrained CMP,
which is particularly challenging due to the unpredictable user access
pattern and the complexity to accelerate the slow queries through
managing the limited power budget [39–41].
Recent work [22, 34, 35] have proposed techniques leveraging
fine grained power management [45] to guarantee the service level
objective (SLO) with improved energy efficiency. Based on precisely
pinpointing the opportunity to trade off latency headroom with power
consumption, energy efficiency can be improved without violating the
SLO. However, prior techniques are applied to the applications with
single processing stage, ignoring applications composed of multiple
processing stages. These multi-stage applications pose new challenges to mitigate response latency within the power constraint due
to their distinct characteristics across stages.
Many cloud applications including traditional Web Search [2] and
emerging intelligent personal assistant (IPA) [21] commonly leverage multiple stages to process user facing queries. The definition of
stage naturally fits into the processing pipeline of the application.

CCS CONCEPTS
• Computer systems organization → Cloud computing; • Hardware → Power and energy;
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allocate the power budget and choose the appropriate boosting technique to improve responsiveness of multi-stage applications on power
constrained CMP.
Based on these observations, we propose PowerChief, a runtime
framework that mitigates the response latency of multi-stage applications through intelligently managing the power allocation and
boosting technique to accelerate the bottleneck services under the
power constraint. It leverages a joint design of service and query to
precisely monitor the latency statistics of each service during runtime.
Through analyzing the latency statistics, the bottleneck service is
accurately identified based on both historical and realtime information. PowerChief proposes a boosting decision engine to adaptively
select the boosting technique that delivers better latency improvement to the bottleneck service. The boosting decision then drives
the power reallocation mechanism to dynamically redistribute the
limited power budget to perform the boosting technique. With the
accurate bottleneck identification, adaptive boosting decision engine
and dynamic power reallocation, we are able to effectively mitigate
the response latency for multi-stage applications without violating
the power constraint.
This paper explores a new design space for efficient runtime framework to mitigate response latency for multi-stage applications on
power constrained CMP. Specifically, this paper makes the following
contributions:

Figure 1: The processing stages of IPA applications.

For instance, as shown in Figure 1 a query to an IPA application
flows through Automatic Speech Recognition (ASR) [23, 46], Natural Language Processing (NLP) [11], Image Matching (IMM) [7]
and Question-Answering (QA) [50] stages to generate an intelligent
response. To sustain the large amount of user queries, each stage
consists of multiple service instances to alleviate the load. The latency at each stage is intrinsically different depending on its runtime
characteristics as well as the user input [33, 60]. The result of not
taking into consideration of latency variation among multiple stages
with prior work [22, 34, 35] leads to several shortcomings that significantly diminish the effectiveness in mitigating response latency
within the power constraint. These shortcomings include:
(1) Unware of inter-stage bottlenecks - Prior work assume
single processing stage within an application and fail to
acknowledge the intrinsic latency variance across multiple
stages, which prevents effectively identifying the bottleneck
service to boost throughout the query processing.
(2) Unable to adapt stage sensitivity to various boosting techniques - Prior work commonly adopt a particular service
boosting technique during the entire execution without considering the latency sensitivity of each stage to various boosting techniques, and thus miss the opportunity to adaptively
switch to the boosting technique delivering better latency
improvement.
(3) Limited power management - Existing work managing
power allocation of single stage application, fail to consider
the scenario of multi-stage application, and thus are unable
to intelligently manipulate power allocation across stages to
accelerate the bottleneck service without violating the power
constraint.

• Comprehensive analysis of the obstacles for effective latency mitigation of multi-stage application - Our investigation shows that the lack of consideration of the latency
behavior of each service instance across processing stages
prevents more intelligent service boosting and power allocation. This observation motivates our runtime framework
design to mitigate response latency for multi-stage applications under the power constraint.
• Accurate bottleneck identification for service instance
across stages - We propose a service and query joint design to enable monitoring the latency statistics of service
instances across stages. Based on the latency statistics, we
present a bottleneck identification method utilizing both historical and realtime latency metric to accurately recognize
the bottleneck service during runtime.
• Adaptive boosting decision engine for optimal boosting
technique - We present an adaptive boosting decision engine that estimates the latency improvement of different
boosting techniques and selects the one with better latency
improvement to accelerate the bottleneck services.

To illustrate how different boosting decisions and techniques affect
response latency, we show a real world example with Sirius application [21] (details in Section 5). By boosting different service instances
across stages with frequency boosting and instance boosting, while
maintaining the same power budget, the response latency of Sirius
application varies significantly as shown in Figure 2. The nonoptimal
boosting decision (e.g., instance boosting the IMM service) results in
significant performance degradation under the same power constraint.
Compared to the optimal boosting decision with the right boosting
technique (e.g., instance boosting the QA service), the latency reduction is more than 40%. Therefore it is critical to intelligently
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• Dynamic power reallocation for accommodating the boosting decision - We design a dynamic power reallocation
mechanism to recycle the power budget from non-bottleneck
services, and provide the corresponding power to accommodate the boosting technique applied to accelerate the
bottleneck services.
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Ia1 has more chance to become a bottleneck for the future queries.
However, if considering the processing speed, instance Ia1 may run at
a higher frequency that processes queries much faster than instance
Ib2 . It is possible that instance Ia1 finishes the queued up queries earlier
than instance Ib2 , which reversely leaves instance Ib2 as the future
bottleneck.
Unfortunately, existing work [22, 34, 35] fail to acknowledge applications with multiple stages through the processing of a query, and
are missing support to monitor the latency statistics of each service
instance across stages during runtime. In addition, prior approach
lack the ability to perform accurate bottleneck identification to reduce
response latency within limited power budget.

UNDERSTANDING RESPONSE LATENCY
OF MULTI-STAGE APPLICATION

(1) What is unique about multi-stage applications that prevents
prior work to be effective?
(2) Why is it less optimal to statically select a boosting technique
to accelerate the processing stages?
(3) What is the difficulty in acquiring enough power performing
service boosting under the power constraint?

2.3

No Single Boosting Technique Always Wins

Although multiple boosting techniques exist to accelerate the bottleneck service, they may achieve quite different latency improvement
under the same power budget. For example, frequency boosting which
increases the processing speed of the service instance is more beneficial when the serving delay dominates the latency. Whereas, instance
boosting which launches new instances to share the load of the bottleneck service improves the latency better when there is a burst of
queries.
The varying latency benefit of applying different boosting techniques is illustrated in Figure 4 with Sirius application. During the low
load, frequency boosting improves the average and 99% percentile
latency by 1.46× and 1.41× respectively over baseline, however
instance boosting only achieves 1.20× (average) and 1.04× (99%
percentile). Whereas during the high load, instance boosting improves
the average and 99% percentile latency by 25.11× and 14.77× compared to 1.82× and 1.96× achieved by frequency boosting due to
the dominate queuing delay [28]. Considering the varying load commonly seen in user facing applications [4, 14], statically adopting
a particular boosting technique fails to deliver the most latency improvement. Especially under the power constraint, it is more desirable
to adaptively switch to the boosting technique that achieves better
latency improvement.

Multi-Stage Application

Multiple processing stages are commonly used in nowadays user facing applications, where each stage implements an unique processing
logic to understand the user query and generate desirable responses.
To scale out, varying number of service instances are launched within
a single stage to process queries simultaneously as shown in Figure 3.
Each service instance is running on an individual processor core and
maintains its own queue structure to smooth load burst. In the meanwhile, each service instance can adjust its processing speed through
manipulating the core frequency.
Given a power budget, it is extremely challenging to achieve an optimal power allocation to setup the number of service instances within
each stage as well as the processing speed of each service instance to
mitigate response latency. Even if the optimal power allocation can be
found through exhaustive search, the undetermined runtime factors
such as load burst easily generate dynamic bottlenecks at potentially
any service instance, which undermines the effectiveness of the static
power allocation.

2.2

query

Stage 2
!"#

Figure 3: The exemplified setup of a multi-stage application.

In contrast to applications with single processing stage, multi-stage applications exhibit intrinsic latency variance across processing stages.
Thus it is more susceptible to long response latency. For the investigation of the response latency of multi-stage application under the
power constraint, we aim to answer the following questions:

2.1

Stage 1
query

query

Our evaluation on a real system deployment of Sirius and NLP
applications demonstrates that PowerChief is able to mitigate the
response latency of Sirius and NLP applications by 20.3× and 32.4×
respectively over stage-agnostic power allocation, and 99% tail latency by 13.3× and 19.4×. In addition, for Sirius and Web Search
applications with a given QoS target, PowerChief saves more power
compared to existing work by 23% and 33% respectively.

2
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Difficult to identify bottleneck service

2.4

Since bottleneck services dominate the processing delay and contributes to the response latency, it is more effective to boost the
bottleneck service using the limited power budget. However, accurately identifying the bottleneck service across multiple stages relies
on considering latency statistics that are constantly changing during
runtime. For example, service instance Ia1 as shown in Figure 3 has a
longer queue length than service instance Ib2 , which indicates instance

Non-trivial to acquire boosting power under
constraint

Under a predefined power budget, boosting the bottleneck service
requires recycling power from existing service instances in order to
reallocate enough power to perform the boosting technique. However,
choosing the appropriate service instances to recycle the power could
be non-trivial since all the service instances may affect the response
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Figure 5: The Overview of PowerChief Runtime Framework.
latency as query proceeds through the service stages. Recklessly
picking a service instance may cause negative effect to the response
latency and diminish the latency improvement from service boosting.
In the extreme case, the bottleneck could be bouncing between the
service instance being boosted and the service instance whose power
being recycled.
In addition, how to recycle the power also needs a careful consideration. For example, one way to recycle the power is to decrease the
processing frequency of the service instance. The other one is to withdraw the service instance as long as it is not the only instance within
its service stage. The latter usually recycle more power, however, it
requires meticulous redirection of the query load originally sent to
the service instance withdrew. Otherwise, it may generate unexpected
long queue at the service instance receiving this additional load. It is
critical to design an effective power reallocating mechanism to boost
the bottleneck service within limited power budget.

2.5

selection of boosting techniques to achieve better latency improvement, 3) the effective reallocation of the power budget
to accelerate the bottleneck service.
Based on these findings, we propose PowerChief, a runtime framework of intelligent power allocation for multi-stage applications to
improve responsiveness on power constrained CMP, through accurately identifying the bottleneck service and adaptively applying the
boosting techniques during runtime.

3

Summary

The take-aways from our investigation on mitigating response latency
of multi-stage application under the power constraint are summarized
as follows:
• Bottleneck identification requires awareness of latency
variance of service instances across stages - There is lacking acknowledgement of intrinsic latency variance of service
instances of multi-stage application by prior work, which
prevents accurate bottleneck identification during runtime.
• Latency improvement varies using different boosting techniques - Different boosting techniques have their own sweet
point in accelerating the bottleneck service. Adaptively selecting the boosting technique that delivers better latency reduction significantly improves the boosting efficiency within
limited power budget.
• Power reallocation requires careful design to support
service boosting - Reckless power reallocation of limited
power budget diminishes the latency improvement from bottleneck boosting. Choosing the appropriate service instance
as well as the way to reallocate power budget requires a
carefully designed mechanism.
• A runtime framework is required for mitigating response
latency of multi-stage application under the power constraint - There are three critical capabilities the runtime
framework needs to possess: 1) the accurate identification
of the bottleneck service during runtime, 2) the adaptive
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POWERCHIEF FRAMEWORK

This section describes the design of the PowerChief runtime framework, which takes advantage of accurate bottleneck identification to
pinpoint the service instance that contributes to the long response
latency across stages, and adaptively applies the appropriate boosting
technique that accelerates the bottleneck service with power carefully
recycled during runtime.
PowerChief Overview The overview of the PowerChief runtime
framework is presented in Figure 5, which is composed of a Command
Center and a Service Instance Pool per processing stage. When a
multi-stage application is implemented using PowerChief, it registers
the stage layout with Command Center. Service instances across
stages can run in distributed way and communicate with command
center as well as each other through remote procedure call (RPC).
Each service instance is augmented with the ability to record the
queuing and serving time it spent in processing the queries. These
latency statistics are carried along by the queries as they flow through
the processing stages, and finally reports to the command center.
This joint design of service instance and query enables the command
center to concisely monitor the latency statistics across service stages
during runtime with minimum overhead, which fills in the gap of
missing support to reason about the latency distribution for multistage application from prior work.
With the latency statistics collected from each service instance,
there are three core components within the command center to perform the latency mitigation under the power constraint: Bottleneck
Identifier, Boosting Decision Engine and Power Reallocator. Based
on the determined latency metrics, the bottleneck identifier analyzes
the latency statistics from each service instance and recognize the
bottleneck service across stages (Section 4). This bottleneck identification is then used to drive the boosting decision engine to select the
appropriate boosting technique that accelerates the bottleneck service
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(Section 5). Given the boosting decision, the power reallocator carefully recycles the required power from existing service instances to
perform the chosen boosting technique (Section 6). These three core
components working in concert give PowerChief the capability to
effectively mitigate response latency of multi-stage application under
the power constraint.

4
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Figure 6: Service and query joint design to monitor latency statistics of each service instance across stages.

BOTTLENECK SERVICE IDENTIFICATION
METHOD

considering the latency metric of average processing delay, a higher
number of the metric may not always indicate the actual bottleneck.
Because queries may queue up at the service instance due to the burst
of load. In that case, even the service instance with lower average
processing delay is likely to become the bottleneck.
Table 1: Metrics available to identify bottleneck service

Monitoring Latency Statistics

Metric
Average queuing time
Average serving time
Average processing delay
99th queuing time
99th serving time
99th processing delay

In order to monitor the latency statistics of each service instance
during runtime, we extend the query data structure to store the latency
statistics as it walks through each service instance. Correspondingly,
each service is augmented with the timing ability to measure the time
each query spent on queuing and processing. This service and query
joint design eliminates the large amount of communications between
service instances and the command center, especially when deployed
in large scale environment. In the meanwhile, all the latency statistics
are calculated on each service locally, there is no requirement for
global clock synchronization or special hardware support. Moreover,
the service instance within a stage can scale out without affecting the
effectiveness of latency monitoring.
As illustrated in Figure 6, when a service instance finishes processing a query, it appends latency statistics, including instance signature
(ID), the queuing and processing time, to the extended query data
structure. The query carries along the latency statistics as it finishes
through all the service stages. After the query completes the last
stage of the processing pipeline, these latency statistics are sent to the
command center. The bottleneck identifier then calculates the latency
metrics such as average and 99% percentile queuing and serving delay of each service instance using the latency statistics, which is then
used to drive the bottleneck identification. Compared to other latency
monitoring techniques that require OS modification [51, 52] and deployment of monitoring software [53], our design is easily adopted
on commodity CMP servers where frameworks [3, 19] are commonly
used to transform existing applications into services. The proposed
joint design can be a small add-on to the frameworks, and thus saves
the burden for OS modification and special software deployment.

Calculation
qi
si
qi +si
tqi
tsi
tqi +tsi

In PowerChief, we combine both the historical latency statistics
and the realtime load status to derive a latency metric that accurately
indicates the bottleneck service. As shown in Equation 1, except
for the average processing delay, PowerChief takes into account the
real time queue length of the service instance when it performs the
bottleneck identification. We use qi , si and Li to denote the average
queuing time and serving time as well as realtime queue length of
service instance Ii respectively.
LatencyMetric = Li × qi + si

(1)

The latency metric as shown in Equation 1 can be considered as
the processing delay that the incoming queries would expect since the
service instance has to process the queries already in the queue before
it gets back to the incoming ones. Equation 1 estimates the expected
delay considering historical queuing and serving latency of of the
service instance as well as the current queue length. PowerChief
leverages a moving time window to calculate this latency metric for
each service instance, and the one with the largest latency metric is
identified as the bottleneck instance.

5
4.2

Queuing Time

Latency Statistics
Input

The purpose of the bottleneck identification is to accurately recognize the service instance that dominates the response latency with
minimum overhead. Latency statistics of each service instance need
to be collected to facilitate the bottleneck identification across stages.
In addition, various latency metrics can be used to measure the delay
of query processing at each service instance. Choosing the appropriate latency metrics significantly affects the accuracy for bottleneck
identification.

4.1

Instance ID

Identifying Bottleneck Service

BOOSTING DECISION ENGINE

To adaptively select the boosting technique that has higher impact
on reducing response latency, the boosting decision engine needs to
quantitatively estimate the latency improvement of different boosting
techniques without actually applying them. Moreover, different boosting techniques alleviate the bottleneck service from various aspects
such as mitigating queuing and serving delay, which needs to be considered during evaluating the boosting decision. In this section, we

Several latency metrics can be used to guide the bottleneck identification. Table 1 lists the commonly used latency metrics that are
available for each service instance. However, a significant drawback
of the listed latency metrics to accurately indicate the bottleneck service is that they only present the historical processing ability of the
service instance without considering its current load. For example,
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depends on the characteristics of the bottleneck service. In the meanwhile, the queuing time decreases correspondingly due to the speedup
of serving.
In PowerChief, we leverage the fine grained adjustable CPU frequency on Intel Haswell architecture, providing a wide range of
frequencies to boost the bottleneck service. We use offline profiling to acquire the latency reduction of the each service at different
frequencies, which is then used during runtime to estimate the latency improvement with frequency boosting. The Haswell architecture adopts on-chip voltage regulators that generate sub-µs delays
when adjusting the frequency [9, 28]. PowerChief takes advantage of
this fast frequency transition to support queries whose QoS even at
millisecond granularity.
To compare the latency improvement with instance boosting under
the same power budget, PowerChief estimates the latency improvement of frequency boosting with the frequency level equivalent to the
power consumption of instance boosting. The expected delay is calculated in a similar way to instance boosting. Suppose the bottleneck
instance I j and its frequency is increased from fl to fh , the ratio of
latency reduction is αlh from the offline profiling. Equation 3 calculates the expected delay of I j if applying frequency boosting. Note
that different from instance boosting, both the queuing and serving
time reduce as the processing speed increases with higher frequency.

Instance Ij
(Frequency fa)

Increase Frequency

Instance Ij
(Frequency fb)

Tail

(b) Frequency boosting

Figure 7: Mechanism of instance and frequency boosting.

first describe the estimation of latency improvement with two commonly used boosting techniques: instance-boosting and frequency
boosting. We use the term expected delay to present the processing
delay of the service instance after applying the boosting techniques.
Then, we present the policy within the boosting decision engine to
adaptively select the boosting technique during runtime (adaptive
boosting).

5.1

Instance boosting

Instance boosting launches a new instance when a bottleneck service
is identified. The latency improvement is achieved through alleviating the load of the bottleneck service in the current (through work
stealing) and future form (through load balance). In essence, instance
boosting accelerates the bottleneck service by reducing its queuing
time.
In PowerChief, the new instance clones the frequency setting of
the bottleneck instance as well as shares half of its load. As shown in
Figure 7 (a), after a new instance Inew is cloned to boost the bottleneck
instance I j , half of the queries queued at the bottleneck instance I j
is offloaded to Inew . The estimation of the latency improvement with
instance boosting can be formalized as follows.
Let q j and s j denote the average queuing and serving time of
queries at the bottleneck instance I j , and L j denotes the realtime
queue length of I j . The delay of future queries at instance I j is the time
when the last query in the queue of I j is processed. If I j is not boosted,

its processing delay can be
 calculated as L j − 1 × q j + s j + s j ,
where L j − 1 × q j + s j is the queuing time of the last query at
I j . When applying the instance boosting policy, half of the queued
up queries are offloaded from I j to Inew , the queuing delay of I j is
reduced to by half. Equation 2 calculates the expected delay after
launching a new instance of bottleneck instance I j . In this equation,
the serving time does not change because instance boosting does not
affect the processing speed of I j .

Tinst

5.2



Lj −1 × qj +sj
=
+sj
2

T f req = αlh ×

5.3




Lj −1 × qj +Sj +sj

(3)

Adaptive Boosting

Based on the estimation of the expected delay with instance and frequency boosting, PowerChief adaptively chooses the boosting technique that reduces the expected delay of the bottleneck service most.
Algorithm 1 gives the details for selecting the most beneficial boosting
technique during runtime. PowerChief invokes SELECTBOOSTING(bn )
to reach a decision on which boosting technique to apply to the bottleneck instance bn .
In Algorithm 1, the variable avail denotes the available power
budget during runtime, whereas p denotes the power consumption of
launching a new instance. It first tries to recycle power from running
instances in order to acquire the power to launch a new instance
exceeding the available power budget (line 7-10). After then, if the
available power budget is still not enough to launch a new instance,
the algorithm resorts to frequency boosting (line 11-12). To make
a fair comparison, PowerChief first evaluates the power required
to launch a new instance of the bottleneck service bn . Then (line
15-24), it compares the expected delay of instance and frequency
boosting, and chooses the one that results in the shortest expected
delay. In addition, as shown in line 14 of Algorithm 1, if the realtime
queue length of the bottleneck instance bn is smaller than two, then
launching a new instance hardly alleviates the load. In that case,
PowerChief prefers frequency boosting to accelerate the bottleneck
service instance. Note that the variables of r1 and r2 are execution
times normalized to the service running at the slowest frequency.
Since the frequency of r2 is higher than r1 , the ratio of speedup
regarding the boosted frequency T f should be r2 /r1 .

(2)

Frequency boosting

Different from instance boosting, frequency boosting increases the
core frequency to speedup the processing of the bottleneck service
as shown in Figure 7 (b). Apparently the reduction of serving time
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Algorithm 1 Algorithm of adaptive boosting
1:
2:
3:
4:
5:
6:
7:
8:
9:
10:
11:
12:
13:
14:
15:
16:
17:
18:
19:
20:
21:
22:
23:
24:
25:
26:
27:
28:
29:
30:
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Let I0 , ..., Ik−1 represent the sorted service instances, where Ik−1
is the service instance that has the largest latency metric (bottleneck
service) and I0 is the instance that has the smallest latency metric. If
there is not enough power budget to perform the boosting technique
to Ik−1 , PowerChief recycles power allocation from I0 first. If the
available power budget is still not enough for the selected boosting
technique even after the power budget allocated to I0 is recycled to
the minimum (frequency of I0 is reduced to the lowest), PowerChief
then recycles power allocation from the next fast instance (e.g., I1 ).
This procedure repeats until the available power budget is enough for
boosting Ik−1 with the selected boosting technique.
Algorithm 2 presents the persudo-code of recycling power allocation. If PowerChief decides to recycle power allocation of P
(determined by boosting decision engine in Section 5.3), it invokes
RECYCLE(P). PowerChief employs greedy policy to recycle the
needed power from the fastest service instances if possible. Other
power recycling policies such as memory-bound instance first or maximum power saving per performance change can be easily plugged
into PowerChief and replace current implementation. In general, we
find the greedy policy performs well in practice.

Input: avail
▷ Current available power budget
function S ELECT B OOSTING(bn)
p = bn.getPower()
▷ Current power of bn
qt =bn.getQueuing()
▷ Average queuing time of bn
st =bn.getServing()
▷ Average serving time of bn
ql =bn.getQueueLength()
▷ Queuing length of bn
if avail < p then
rec = R ECYCLE(p−avail)
▷ Algorithm 2
avail += rec
end if
if avail < p then
▷ Cannot launch instance
frequency boosting with avail power
else
if ql> 2 then
▷ Queue length larger than two
Ti = (ql-1)*(qt+st)/2 + st
▷ With inst. boosting
r1 = bn.getSpeedup(bn.getFreq())
freq = bn.calNewFreq(p)
r2 = bn.getSpeedup(freq)
T f = r2/r1*((ql-1)*(qt+st)+st)
▷ With freq. boosting
if Ti < T f then
▷ Expected delay
instance boosting
else
frequency boosting
end if
else
frequency boosting
end if
end if
Update avail
end function

Algorithm 2 Algorithm of power recycling
1:
2:
3:
4:
5:
6:
7:
8:
9:
10:
11:

6

12:

POWER REALLOCATION MECHANISM

13:

To perform the boosting technique selected by the boosting decision
engine, power reallocation across service instances is inevitable if
the current power consumption already reaches the budget ceiling.
However, to avoid generating new bottleneck services after power
reallocation, it requires a careful design to find the right service
instance to recycle the power as well as withdraw the service instance
underutilized. In this section, we describe the power reallocation
mechanism in PowerChief to address the above issue.

14:

6.1

23:

15:
16:
17:
18:
19:
20:
21:
22:

Power Recycling

24:

Leveraging the results from the bottleneck identification process, it is
straight forward to acquire a sorted service instance list based on the
latency metric used to identify the bottleneck. Power recycling starts
from the fastest service instance within the list that has less chance to
generate a new bottleneck than the others. By taking advantage of the
bottleneck identification process, it is easy to find the potential service
instances to perform power recycling, without additional searching
overhead. Note that the bottleneck identification process takes into
account of queuing and serving delay as well as the runtime queue
length, which implicitly reflects the stage dependency through the
queuing behavior of each service instance.

25:
26:

6.2

Input: I[k]
▷ All the k instances (fast to slow)
Input: fl[k]
▷ current frequency level of each instance
Input: p[b]
▷ power at frequency level b (low to high)
function R ECYCLE F ROM I NST(inst, power)
cp = p[fl[inst]]
▷ Current power of inst
recycled = 0
▷ Power recycled from inst
for (int i = fl[inst]; i>=0; −−i) do
recycled = p[fl[inst]] - p[fl[i]]
if recycled >= power then
break
end if
end for
Scaling down frequency level of I[inst] to level i
fl[inst]=i
return recycled
end function
function R ECYCLE(power)
rec = 0
▷ Already recycled power
for (int i = 0; i < k; ++i) do
rec+= R ECYCLE F ROM I NST(i, power−rec)
if rec >= power then
break
end if
end for
return rec
end function

Instance Withdraw

In addition to recycle power budget from an instance until it reaches
the slowest frequency, PowerChief can also withdraw all the power
budget allocated to a service instance by withdrawing it. Instance
withdraw happens when PowerChief detects a service instance is
underutilized. As mentioned in Section 4.1, PowerChief monitors
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have three stages in their processing pipelines as shown in Figure 8
and 9. The Sirius application supports the user to submit queries
with audio and image input, all the service stages process the queries
in sequence to generate intelligent responses. The NLP application
represents the semantic parsing of the text in natural language [18],
which serves the automatic summarization commonly adopted in
search engines.
We implement conventional boosting techniques such as frequency
and instance boosting on top of the PowerChief runtime framework
so that they can dynamically reallocate the power budget and boost
the bottleneck service under the power constraint. The two boosting
techniques are performed as follows: 1) frequency boosting consistently increases the frequency of the service instance that is identified
as bottleneck service; 2) instance boosting always launches a new
instance to accelerate the bottleneck service by sharing its load. The
new instance takes the same frequency as the bottleneck service.

1

Speech Recognition

Image Matching
2

How old are those stones?
Question&Answer

How old is Stonehenge?

4,614 years
4

3

Figure 8: The service stages of Sirius application.
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Figure 9: The service stages of NLP application.

Overhead Analysis

The potential overhead that PowerChief may introduce can be inspected from three aspects, including latency monitoring, service
startup/teardown and boosting decision. Latency monitoring timestamps the query when it is processed by a service instance (enter the
queue, start processing and finish processing) to record the queuing
and serving delay, which is negligible. To provide better user experience, modern service providers usually initialize sufficient service
instances into a pool in advance [25]. Service startup/teardown actually means picking up a service instance from the pool (or returning
back to the pool), which introduces negligible overhead. We adopt the
similar idea to launch and withdraw service instance. The boosting
decision may become a bottleneck when the number of services scales
beyond a certain point. In that case, we can duplicate the services
into multiple shardings [5] across CMP servers and use PowerChief
to manage them separately with acceptable overhead.

the latency statistics of each service instance during runtime, it then
calculates how much time each instance actually spends on processing
queries during the withdraw interval. If the processing time is less
than 20% of the withdraw interval, the service instance is considered
underutilized and being withdrew to recycle the power budget.
To handle the load to the underutilized service instance before withdrawing it, PowerChief sorts the service instances within the same
stage based on the latency metric used by bottleneck identification.
The additional load is then redirected to the fastest service instance
that has the least possibility to be overwhelmed. After assuring there
is no query waiting or running on the underutilized service instance,
PowerChief withdraws the service instance and recycles the power
budget.
In order to avoid aggressive instance withdraw, at most one underutilized instance can be withdraw at each stage during one power
reallocation interval. Also, an underutilized instance can be withdrew
only if there are more than one instance within the same stage in case
of breaking the application processing pipeline. Note that when a
service instance is withdrew, its load migrates to existing instances. In
such case, it generates negligible impact on existing instances since
its load is already low (e.g., utilization is less than 20%).

8 EVALUATION
8.1 Experimental Setup
We evaluate PowerChief runtime framework on Intel Xeon E5-2630v3
server with two processors. Each processor has eight physical cores
with SMT disabled. The processors use Haswell architecture, which
supports DVFS on individual cores. The frequency can be adjusted
from 1.2GHz to 2.4GHz with step of 0.1GHz. The operating system
is Ubuntu 14.04 x86_64 with kernel 3.13.0-32. Since it is infeasible
to measure power consumption at core level on current platform,
we use the power model proposed in [22] to determine the power
consumption of a core running at different frequencies. We treat the
power consumption of the service instance as the power consumption
of the core it is running on.
It is usually difficult to identify the optimal power allocation across
stages due to the system dynamics (e.g., burst of load), which requires
setting up the right number of service instances for each stage as well
as right frequency for each service instance without violating the
power budget. Thus we use stage-agnostic power allocation that
divides the power budget equally across stages as our baseline. The
power budget is chosen to accommodate one service instance running
at the middle range of the frequency scale (1.8GHz) for each stage,

7 REAL SYSTEM PROTOTYPE
7.1 Implementation Details
We implement a real system prototype of PowerChief to showcase
its ability of intelligent power allocation for multi-Stage applications
to improve responsiveness on power constrained CMP. For ease of
adoption, we leverage the widely used RPC framework from Apache
Thrift [3] to enable service stages interacting with each other seamlessly. In addition, services implemented in various programming
languages can be easily hooked in the PowerChief through standardized APIs.
To demonstrate the advantage of PowerChief, we transform the
Sirius and NLP (Senna [12]) into multi-stage applications by modularizing the processing pipelines into services. Both Sirius and NLP
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so that PowerChief can exercise all its techniques throughout the
experiments.
To evaluate the effectiveness of PowerChief under different load,
we design a load generator that submits user queries following Poisson distribution that is widely used to mimic cloud workload [39, 41].
Three representative load levels (high, medium and low) are chosen
throughout the experiments based on the extent how the service stages
are saturated. To avoid the oscillation of power reallocation between
the fastest and slowest services, we use a control variable balance
threshold. When the difference of the latency metric between the
fastest and slowest services is less than balance threshold, we skip
the adjustment during current interval. The experiment configurations
are summarized in Table 2. For the configurations of the applications,
we use their default settings throughout our experiments. Note that
although in this study we define stages based on application processing pipeline, our approach is also applicable to other stage definitions
such as on the basis of algorithmic characteristics.
In Section 8.2 - 8.3, we evaluate the scenario where PowerChief is
used to reduce the response latency while guarding the power budget.
Whereas in Section 8.4, PowerChief is evaluated to reduce the power
consumption while guarding the QoS. We compare the effectiveness
of PowerChief and Pegasus in the latter scenario.

average latency reduction by 24.46×(8.51×) and 25.11×(1.82×),
whereas 99th percentile latency reduction by 14.46×(9.89×) and
14.77×(1.96×). However, as the load decreases the latency gap becomes smaller. At low load in Figure 10(a), frequency boosting reduces the average and tail latency more than instance boosting with
1.24× and 1.19× respectively.
This tendency is due to the fact that under medium and high load,
the queuing time dominates the processing latency of the bottleneck
service so that launching more instances alleviates the load and effectively reduces the queuing time. This observation is in accordance
with previous work [28, 29]. Whereas under low load, the serving
time takes a larger portion of the processing latency, therefore higher
frequency is more beneficial in mitigating the bottleneck service.
The changing dominate factor for the processing latency at bottleneck service not only results from the load fluctuation, it is also
affected by other runtime dynamics such as performance interference from collocated applications. The advantage of PowerChief in
handling varying causes for bottleneck service with dynamic power
reallocation and adaptive boosting maximizes the latency improvement under constrained power budget, thus is more promising in
mitigating response latency for multi-stage application.
Effective Power Reallocation and Service Boosting - To illustrate the effect of dynamic power reallocation and adaptive service
boosting, Figure 11 presents the runtime behaviors of the Sirius
application under high load using frequency boosting, instance boosting and PowerChief. The same bottleneck identification method and
power reallocation mechanism (without instance withdraw) from
PowerChief is applied to frequency and instance boosting, except
that PowerChief uses boosting decision engine to adaptively choose
between the boosting techniques. Similar runtime behaviors are observed under medium and low load, and thus we omit them for brevity.
For frequency boosting in Figure 11(a), it first identifies the QA
service instance as the bottleneck. Then it increases the frequency of
QA service instance to 2.3GHz with power recycled from the IMM
(frequency deceases to 1.2GHz) and ASR (frequency deceases to
1.6GHz) service instances during the first round of service boosting (at 25s). During the second service boosting interval (at 50s),
the frequency boosting policy increases the frequency of ASR service instance to 2.1GHz by recycling the power from QA service
instance (frequency decreases to 1.9GHz). When the load becomes
low (between 175s and 275s), the serving time of QA service instance
dominates the response latency, the frequency of QA service instance
is boosted to its maximum(2.4GHz). In the rest of the query execution,
power is assigned between QA and ARS service instances depending
on which one is identified as the bottleneck service.
Different from frequency boosting, instance boosting launches
a new instance when existing service instance is identified as bottleneck service. As shown in Figure 11(b), two more ASR service
instances and three more QA service instances are launched with
the power recycled through decreasing the frequency of existing service instances. It is seen that after 125s except one ASR instance
(1.3GHz), the rest of the service instances all end up with the lowest
frequency (1.2GHz). This is due to the fact that not enough power
can be recycled to accommodate a new service instance even with
the lowest frequency, which prevents instance boosting to perform
further adjustment in response to varying bottleneck services.

Table 2: Experiment setup of PowerChief in mitigating response
latency under the power constraint. All services are running at
medial frequency (1.8GHz)
Settings
Load Distribution
Load Level
Stage Setup

Power Budget
Adjust Interval
Balance Threshold
Withdraw Interval

8.2
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Sirius & NLP
Poisson
High, Medium, Low
1 ASR service, 1 IMM service and 1
QA service (Sirius); 1 POS service,
1 PSG service and 1 SRL service
(NLP)
13.56watts
25 sec
1 sec
150 sec

Intelligent Personal Assistant Application

In this section, we evaluate the effectiveness of PowerChief in mitigating response latency under the power constraint for Sirius application
under different load.
Latency Improvement - Figure 10 shows the latency improvement for Sirius using PowerChief and other boosting techniques
under different load. Compared to other boosting techniques, it is
clear that PowerChief achieves the most latency reduction under all
loads, with 20.3× (average latency) and 13.3× (99% tail latency) on
average over the baseline. Especially under high load as shown in
Figure 10(c), PowerChief significantly reduces the average and tail
latency by 32.8× and 19.5× respectively over the baseline, which justifies the necessity for dynamically power reallocation and adaptive
boosting.
We also notice that under medium and high load (Figure 10(b) and
(c)), instance boosting performs better than frequency boosting, with
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Figure 10: Latency improvement for Sirius application using PowerChief compared to other boosting techniques under different
load. PowerChief achieves higher latency improvement under the same power budget.
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Figure 11: Runtime behavior of Sirius application such as the number and frequency of service instances across stages under
different boosting techniques. Boost the bottleneck stage with (a) increased frequency, (b) more instances and (c) PowerChief.
Latency Improvement - Figure 12 presents the comparison between PowerChief and other boosting techniques in mitigating the
average and 99% percentile latency for the NLP application under
different load. Similar to the Sirius application, PowerChief achieves
the most average and 99% latency reduction in all cases with 32.4×
(average latency) and 19.4× (99% tail latency) on average over the
baseline. Under high load as shown in Figure 12(c), PowerChief exhibits clear advantage in reducing average and tail latency by 52.2×
and 28.4× respectively. At medium load in Figure 12(b), PowerChief shows similar average and tail latency improvement as instance
boosting by 41.6× and 27.7×. Whereas at low load in Figure 12(c),
PowerChief maintains similar average and tail latency improvement
as frequency boosting by 3.4× and 2.3×. As the load decreases,
the boosting decision adaptively prefers frequency boosting more
from instance boosting, which effectively reduces serving time that
dominates the latency at the bottleneck service.

To overcome the limitation of instance boosting that no power can
be recycled if all instances are running at lowest frequency, PowerChief leverages the advantage of instance withdraw. This explains
the number of QA instances drops from five to four after 300s in
Figure 11(c), the power of which is utilized to boost the frequency of
the bottleneck QA instance (QA_3, frequency increases to 1.6GHz).
The boosting decision engine prefers instance boosting more over
frequency boosting for QA service as the load increases (before 125s),
since instance boosting absorbs the burst of load effectively to reduce
the queuing delay.
The varying bottleneck services in Figure 11(c) is primarily due
to the changing load during runtime. At the beginning QA service is
identifies as the bottleneck. However, as more load arrives, the queuing delay becomes dominate at ASR service therefore it becomes
the new bottleneck service. After boosting ASR, more load enters
into the QA service, which becomes the bottleneck again. In addition,
background activities (e.g., GC) as well as interference from collocated applications could also change the bottleneck service during
runtime. These runtime uncertainties can be effectively handled by
our approach.

8.3

8.4

Reducing power while meeting QoS

In addition to mitigate response latency under the power constraint,
PowerChief is also capable to reduce power consumption of multistage application while meeting the latency QoS. The most related
work in literature is Pegasus [34] that targets reducing power consumption without violating the QoS. In order to compare with Pegasus, we implement the Pegasus power conservation policy within
PowerChief framework. The power conservation is the opposite of
service boosting, which identifies the fastest service instance and
applies frequency reduction and instance withdraw to save power

Natural Language Processing Application

To demonstrate the ability of PowerChief in mitigating response
latency under the power constraint within other application domains,
we evaluate with the NLP application for semantic parsing of natural
language.
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Figure 12: Latency improvement for NLP application using PowerChief compared to other boosting techniques under different
load. PowerChief achieves higher latency improvement under the same power budget.
without violating the QoS. To make a fair comparison, we setup the
frequency as well as the number of service instances within each stage
so that the resource is over-provisioned regarding the QoS target. This
is in accordance with the assumption of Pegasus. To demonstrate the
ability in handling different stage organizations, we evaluate PowerChief with both Sirius and Web Search [2] applications. The detailed
experiment setup is shown in Table 3. The results are normalized to
the baseline where resource is over-provisioned and no power control
is applied during runtime.
Table 3: Experiment setup to compare PowerChief and Pegasus
in reducing power consumption while meeting the latency QoS.
All services are running at maximum frequency (2.4GHz)
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Figure 13: Power saving achieved by PowerChief and Pegasus
with Sirius application while meeting the QoS target. Lines are
average values across timeline.
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As shown in Figure 13 and 14, PowerChief conserves more power
than Pegasus for both Sirius and Web Search applications while
meeting the QoS target. For Sirius and Web Search, PowerChief saves
25% and 43% power over the baseline respectively, whereas Pegasus
saves 2% and 10%. The fundamental advantage of PowerChief in
conserving more power can be attributed to the acknowledgement of
latency variation across service stages. During runtime, it identifies
the fastest service instance across stages and adaptively applies power
conserving policy without violating the QoS. Whereas, Pegasus treats
service instances indifferently and thus cannot leverage the latency
variations to trade QoS slacks for less power consumption.
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Figure 14: Power saving achieved by PowerChief and Pegasus
with Web Search application while meeting the QoS target. Lines
are average values across timeline.
as long as each service instance is running on physical cores exclusively, PowerChief is still capable to identify bottleneck service and
perform power reallocation and service boosting. We do not consider to collocate multiple service instances on the same core since it
could generate severe performance interference on shared resources
and thus degrade the responsiveness. However, we admit even on
separate cores, application collocation has the potential to generate
performance interference and affect the effectiveness of our approach,
which requires further investigation. Although in our current evaluation all application stages are running on a CMP server, there is

Discussion

PowerChief manages dynamic power allocation at per application
basis where each application has its own power budget and stage
organization. It implicitly assumes each service instance is running
on individual core where power management is applied. However,
it is easy to extend the current approach to allow single service instance utilizing multiple cores. In the case of application collocation,
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Table 4: Comparison between PowerChief and existing work from multiple aspects
Pegasus [34]
Multi-Stage Awareness
Power Constraint
Commodity Hardware
Runtime System
Power Management

Timetrader [58]
✓

✓
✓
✓

Kwiken [24]
✓
✓

✓
✓

Bubble-Flux [61]

Quasar [16]

✓
✓

✓
✓

✓

9.3

no constraint to run the stages in a distributed manner. Since all the
components within PowerChief including the CommandCenter and
Stage are implemented as services using Apache Thrift, they can communicate with the CommandCenter to enforce the power reallocation
and service boosting decisions throughout the network. Note that the
network delays are not considered in our study, however the joint design of service and query in our approach is extensible to include the
network delays as measuring methods become available [1, 17, 42].

PowerChief
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓

Managing Latency of Multi-Stage Applications

Recent work [26, 57] confirms the benefits of application architecture that is composed of mulit-stage services for its flexibility and
easiness of testability and deployment. Mitigating response latency
across multiple processing stages is important for optimizing future
cloud applications. However, research work in this direction are almost exclusive from giant companies such as Facebook [10] and
Microsoft [24, 47] due to the lack of realistic multi-stage applications accessible to the academia. Contributed by the research effort
from Sirius project [21], an open source multi-stage service based
application is public accessible, which represents the emerging intelligent applications using the state-of-the-art implementation. This
provides us a realistic application to study PowerChief on real system
for mitigating response latency under the power constraint. There
are some work [43, 54] propose adaptive parallelism to improve the
performance as well as energy efficiency of pipelined application,
however none of them deals with the QoS of user facing application
under constrained power budget.
To sum up, Table 4 provides a comparison between PowerChief
and existing work in terms of multi-stage awareness, power constraint,
commodity hardware, runtime system and power management, which
establishes the uniqueness of our work.

9 RELATED WORK
9.1 Guaranteeing the Response Latency
To address the response latency variation and provide guaranteed
Quality-of-Service (QoS) [14, 33], research efforts are made from
various aspects. Bubble-Up [38] quantitatively identifies resource
interference under application collocation, and Bubble-Flux [61]
dynamically manages the resource contention, to provide guaranteed QoS with increased utilization. SMiTe bounds the performance
degradation on simultaneous multithreading (SMT) processors by
carefully collocating "safe" applications through precise QoS prediction. Quasar [16] and Paragon [15] manages datacenter resources
from multiple dimensions and use collaborative filtering to allocate
the right type and amount of resources satisfying the QoS target. Compilation techniques [31, 55, 56] are proposed to guarantee the latency
target by transforming code segments that cause severe performance
interference. However, all techniques in this research category cannot
be directly applied in power constrained scenario where our research
proposal resides.

9.2

Adrenaline [22]

10

CONCLUSION

In this paper, we present PowerChief runtime framework that accurately identifies the bottleneck service and adaptively applies boosting techniques to mitigate the latency of multi-stage applications on
power constrained CMP. Through evaluating our approach with Sirius
and NLP applications, PowerChief improves the average latency by
20.3× and 32.4× respectively over the baseline, and 99% tail latency
by 13.3× and 19.4×, while guarding the limited power budget. In
addition, our QoS study demonstrates that PowerChief can also be
applied to reduce power consumption while meeting the QoS of multistage applications. For both Sirius and Web Search applications, our
approach saves 23% and 33% more power respectively than existing
work regarding the same QoS target. For the future work, we are interested to apply our approach in production datacenter environment
at large scale as well as analyze the tail latency behavior under the
power constraint in more depth.

Improving Energy Efficiency

As the real hardware in datacenters is far from being energy proportional [6], research [27, 32, 39, 44, 48] is motivated to reduce
power/energy consumption while guaranteeing the QoS target of
user facing applications. Pegasus [34] insightfully identifies the latency slacks inside modern datacenters where resources are overprovisioned for peak load. Pegasus trades off the mean latency slacks
for improved energy efficiency by slowing down the processing speed
of the leaf nodes without violating the QoS target. Instead of average
latency, Adrenaline [22] targets the tail of the latency distribution and
only accelerates the queries that contribute to the latency tail through
fine grained DVFS. TimeTrader [58] further extends the idea of trading off latency slacks for improved energy efficiency by exploiting
the opportunity to slow down all leaf nodes that are not on the critical
path to guarantee the latency target. However, these work implicitly
assume that applications containing a single processing stage, and fail
to acknowledge the intrinsic latency variance across multiple stages.
This leads to diminished effectiveness in mitigating response latency
for multi-stage applications under the power constraint.
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